The effect of image display size on observer performance an assessment of variance components.
Our goal was to investigate the effect of the displayed image size on variance components during the performance of an observer performance study to detect masses on abdominal computed tomography (CT) examinations. A previously performed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) study with eight observers to detect abdominal masses on 166 CT examinations was reanalyzed to assess variance components when comparing two similar modes with displayed image sizes varying by a factor of 2. Case, mode, and reader-related variance components were estimated for the group of eight observers and subsets of readers after excluding each of the participants. There was no significant difference in the average area under the ROC curves between the two modes using the two image sizes (P > .05). Reader and reader-by-case variability were substantially larger for the mode displaying enlarged images for the group and all subsets formed by excluding a single reader. Reader variability was affected by one observer who actually performed better with the enlarged images. Sequential viewing of enlarged CT images for the detection of abdominal masses did not improve performance and increased reader variability.